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Adverbs

What‟s an adverb? An adverb is a word that modifies a verb, adjective, or another adverb. To
put it another way, an adverb describes actions, and it also describes other descriptive words.
~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~
Read the sentence below.
Game Day was finally here. Jamie and Gordon were so excited to
compete together in their favourite game.
In these sentences,
the adverb here

describes the verb „was‟
the adverb finally

describes the adverb „here’
the adverb so

describes the adjective „excited‟
the adverb together

describes the verb „compete‟
~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~
Adverbs also add different types of information to a sentence.
1.

Adverbs of
Manner
Example:
Other examples:

answer the question - „How?‟
The baby is sleeping soundly.
easily, happily, loudly, quickly, quietly, sadly, silently, slowly,

2.

Adverbs of
Time
Example:
Other examples:

answer the question - „When?‟
My aunt visited us two days ago.
after, before, early, now, since, soon, today, tomorrow, yesterday

3.

Adverbs of Frequency
Example:
Other examples:

answer the question - „How often?‟
I cut my hair once a month.
every day, frequently, often, sometimes, seldom, never, always

4. Adverbs of
Place
Example:
Other examples:

answer the question - „Where?‟
They have dinner in the restaurant.
away, everywhere, here, there, home, inside, near, outside,
anywhere
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A. Fill in the blanks with the adverbs from the box below. Use each word ONCE only.
daily
before
everywhere
yesterday
so
seldom
explicitly
patiently
1.

It is

2.

We went to the beach

3.

The train passes by my house

daily

4.

Only

play

wait
5.

so

two

fun to play with marbles and bean bags in our leisure.

participants

patiently

yesterday

can

. We all had a great time there.
. I consider it my alarm clock.
cat‟s

cradle

each

time.

Can

you

for your turn?

I am a bit confused. Can you tell me

explicitly

what we have to do

in the ceremony?
6.

“Has anyone seen my house keys?” asked James. “I have looked for
them

7.

everywhere

, but I still cannot find them.”

Nintendo Switch is popular. I have played it with my friends
However, I

seldom

before

.

play with it now as I need to prepare for my

coming exam.
~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~
Order of Adverbs
If we use more than one adverb to describe a verb, there is a general order in which the
different categories of adverbs should appear ---this is known as the „order of adverbs‟.
Manner



Place



Frequency 

Time



Purpose

e.g.

I have to run quickly (manner) down the street (place) each morning (frequency)
after breakfast (time) in order to catch my bus to school (purpose).

B.

Write two sentences on your own. Each sentence should contain adverbs of manner,
place and frequency/time according to the above order.

1.

2.
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C.

Read and circle all the adverbs in the script, ‘Frozen’, and then categorize them
under the correct headings.

HANS :
ANNA :
HANS :
GERDA :
HANS :
ANNA :
HANS :
ANNA :

Hans rushes to Anna. She falls completely into his arms.
You're so cold.
(weak, but desperate) Hans, you have to kiss me now.
What?
(She tries to kiss him, but is too weak to pull herself up in his arms.)
We'll give you two some privacy.
Everyone shuffles away, leaving Hans and Anna alone.
What happened out there?
Elsa struck me with her powers outside.
You said before she'd never hurt you.
I was wrong.
Anna crumbles, weakly.

Adverb of manner

Adverb of time

completely

now

weakly

before

Adverb of frequency
never

away
there

so

D.

Adverb of place

outside

Underline the mistakes and write the correct form in the spaces provided.
I interviewed my dad after dinner on what games he played in

his childhood. He told me that his childhood was total different

1.

totally

from mine. He did not have any computers or smartphones after

2.

before

when he was small. What a surprise to me! He said he oftenly

3.

often

played marbles and football out with his siblings. He said he bought

4.

his first mobile phone immediate after he received his first salary,

5.

but by then, he was already 24 years old. I could have ever

6.

never

imagined that his childhood was so different from mine yesterday.

7.

today
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outside/outdoors
immediately

